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ABSTRACT: Propagation of radio occultation (RO) signals through the lower troposphere results in
high phase acceleration and low signal to noise ratio signal. The excess Doppler estimation accuracy in
lower troposphere is very important in receiving RO signals which can be estimated by sliding window
spectral analysis. To do this, various frequency estimation methods such as MUSIC and ESPRIT can
be adopted. Due to the cost and bandwidth constraints, reducing the sampling rate at GNSS receivers
of LEO satellite is necessary which causes aliasing. A method of resolving frequency ambiguities is
the simultaneous sampling of signal by multiple sample frequencies (MSF). Accordingly, we study
the capacity of MSF method to improve the spectral efficiency and use accurate frequency estimation
schemes to enhance the excess Doppler estimation accuracy of RO signal in post-processing. Via
simulation results, the accuracy of excess Doppler estimation in post-processing based on both single
sample frequency (SSF) and MSF methods for different frequency estimation methods are compared.
Simulation results reveal that the MSF method has better performance than that of the SSF method.
Besides, it is shown that Jacobsen and Jacobsen with Bias methods almost have the same performance
and their estimation error is less than that of other methods. By exploiting the proposed scheme, the
frequency estimation error is significantly decreased and it is negligible compared to the traditional
methods. Moreover, by using this scheme, we have 41.6% bandwidth saving.

1- Introduction
1-1- Motivation
Excess Doppler is the main parameter in the RO signal
processing which can be inverted to atmospheric parameters,
such as pressure, temperature or water vapor profiles. The
phase difference between a local signal replicas generated
from a reference Doppler model in open-loop (OL) tracking
and received signals at GNSS receiver is defined as the
excess phase which is calculated by differentiating the excess
phase observations. Propagation of RO signals through the
lower troposphere results in high excess Doppler and low
signal to noise ratio (SNR) signal. In tracking of RO signals,
another important parameter is phase acceleration which is
the derivative of the signal’s phase and represents the rate at
which the signal’s phase changes. Note that the value of this
parameter in the lower troposphere is more than 2 kHz/s.
If the phase acceleration is more than 300 Hz/s, the phaselocked loop (PLL) in conventional GNSS survey receivers
loses phase lock. To tackle this issue, in low SNR and high
dynamic Doppler, OL tracking is introduced [1-5]. This
method relies on a priori models of Doppler shift. Since the
bandwidth of the signal may vary with lower tropospheric
conditions, the down converted signal should be sampled
based on the suitable frequency sampling rate and then sent
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to ground-based processing unit. In fact, the higher sampling
rate with accurate model of Doppler, enables monitoring of
lower troposphere and improves the accuracy of weather
prediction [3, 6]. However, high sampling rate would
demand huge amounts of bandwidth and require additional
ground-based processing and cost. Therefore, due to the cost
constraints and limitation on the amount of information sent
to the ground, reducing the sampling rate is very appealing.
For this reason, we try to enhance the accuracy of the Doppler
predicted models while reducing the sampling rate [3, 6].
In the new RO receivers such as Integrated GPS
Occultation Receiver (IGOR) and RO Sounder for
Atmospheric studies (ROSA), the sampling rate is chosen
to be 100 Hz. Also, in the GNSS occultation reflectometry
and scatterometry (GORS) RO receiver, the sampling rate is
set to 200 Hz [7]. Since we cannot increase the accuracy of
frequency estimation in the specific climatic conditions, to
achieve more atmospheric parameters, a higher sampling rate
is necessary. In other words, by increasing the sampling rate,
more atmosphere information can be obtained at the expense
of larger bandwidth. To determine neutral atmospheric
parameters, estimation of excess Doppler is necessary in
post–processing stage. The accuracy of excess Doppler is
very important in achieving of precise atmospheric profiles.
In this regard, we need to use accurate frequency estimation
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methods. The excess Doppler can be estimated by sliding
window spectral analysis. In this method, the position of
the main spectral peak in subsequent spectra is derived.
To do this, there are many methods such as multiple signal
classification (MUSIC), Estimation of Signal Parameters via
Rotational Invariance Techniques (ESPRIT), etc. If a RO
signal is sampled at a sampling rate which is smaller than the
excess Doppler, ambiguities appear in the sampled data. To
cope with this ambiguity in a bandwidth limited situation, we
adopt a powerful sampling method called multiple sample
frequencies (MSF) which is able to remove ambiguities by
increasing the Doppler frequency estimation range.
1-2- Related Works
In [6, 8, 9], the authors obtained estimation of Doppler
shift frequency based on the variations of amplitude and phase
of the received signal. Propagation of RO signals through the
moist troposphere results in strong fluctuation of the phase
and amplitude [8]. Analysis of Doppler frequency results in ∼
± 50 kHz and ∼ ± 2 kHz geometric and atmospheric Doppler
shift, respectively [6], [8]. The instability of the PLL tracking
in the troposphere motivated the authors in [6, 10, 11] to
consider the OL tracking.
The principles of the OL tracking of RO signals outlined
in [6] include estimates of the necessary filter bandwidth and
sampling rate. In real time, a RO signal must be subject to
down-conversion in receiver, by use of the pre-calculated
phase model, without a feedback from the received signal.
Then, the down-converted RO signal is low-pass filtered,
sampled and transmitted to the ground station for post–
processing.
In previous related works, the Single Sample Frequency
(SSF) sampling method is used for sampling the RO
signal. However, in some cases, the excess Doppler exceeds
the sampling rate, resulting in frequency ambiguities in
post–processing and subsequently error in the extracted
atmosphere profile. To cope with this in post–processing,
radio holography (RH) methods are suggested to process
RO data in atmospheric multipath zones and to improve
retrieval accuracy in the moist lower troposphere [12]: back
propagation (BP) [13, 14], sliding spectral (SS) [6], canonical
transform (CT) [15, 16], full spectrum inversion (FSI) [17,
18], CT2 [19] and phase matching (PM) [20]. The SS method
can be accounted for the whole spectrum of the signals in the
small window. Different frequency estimation methods such
as MUSIC is used to test the SS method by processing 4 GPS/
MET occultations [21]. The bias induced by the noise in RH
is investigated in [22]. However, false spectral maxima can
cause retrieval errors in the SS method. Therefore, accuracy
of frequency estimation is very important in the SS and
other methods. However, in some cases, the excess Doppler
estimation by using this method does not have enough
precision which results in random and systematic error (bias)
in the extracted phase and in the retrieved refractivity. The
sparse sampling method is another one to circumvent Nyquist
and perfectly sample and reconstruct signals [23]. However,
as mentioned in [23], the sparse sampling method leads to a
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loss of performance (about 5 dB SNR).
Frequency estimation methods can be grouped into two
main categories: parametric (high-resolution) methods
and non-parametric (periodogram-based) methods.
Nonparametric frequency estimation methods are based on the
Fourier transform of the data sequence or its autocorrelation
function. The FFT makes it convenient to calculate the
periodogram spectral estimate or any of its variations [24].
Classical non-parametric spectral estimators are still the most
robust for low SNR region [25]. In addition, these methods
are applicable to all signal classes and the estimated power
spectral density (PSD) is directly proportional to power. The
main disadvantage of these methods is their low resolution
limited by windowing effects. MUSIC and ESPRIT are highresolution methods which are intended for estimating spectral
lines (frequencies) [26, 27].
Various fine-frequency estimators have been proposed
in the literature [28, 29, 30,31]. The authors in [28] use the
complex Fourier coefficients in order to interpolate the true
signal frequency between the maximum and the second
highest bin. However, Quinn’s algorithm has been shown to
have a frequency dependent performance [32]. The Parabolic
method uses three DFT magnitude samples [35], [36] to
estimate location of peak. In the Jacobsen Method, in order
to increase the accuracy of peak value location estimation,
the complex DFT values rather than the magnitudes are used
[34]. Quinn method [28], Macleod method [29], Jacobsen
with Bias method [37] and ESPRIT method [38], [39] are
proposed in previous literature. In our previous paper [33],
we investigated the aforementioned frequency estimation
methods and compared performance of them in the SSF
scheme. In this paper, we investigated the performance
of using these methods in the MSF scheme. To the best of
our knowledge, there is no related works on the Doppler
frequency estimation via the MSF method.
1-3- Our Contributions
In this paper, we study the potential benefits of MSF
method in the estimation of Doppler frequency, with the
goal of minimizing frequency estimation error in bandwidth
limited situation. Besides, we compare the MSF method
with the SSF method in LEO receiver from computational
complexity and performance and we also evaluate the
performance and computational complexity of different
frequency estimation methods. To the best of our knowledge,
no work has investigated the SSF and MSF methods to improve
the estimates of the Doppler frequency in post–processing.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
investigate RO signal processing by using OL tracking. Then,
in Section 3, we investigate the MSF method. Simulation
results are presented in Section 4. The computational
complexity of the proposed methods is studied in Section 5,
and conclusions are provided in Section 6.
2- RO Signal Processing by Using OL Tracking
In OL tracking, the signal is down-converted via a
numerically controlled oscillator (NCO), which produces
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Fig 1. Block diagram of the RO data processing.
Fig 1. Block diagram of the RO data processing.

a frequency given by an on-board Doppler model precalculated in GNSS receiver without a feedback from the
received signal. Next, in order to remove the noise from data,
i.e., on amplitude and phase of signal, a zero-phase low-pass
filter is adopted.
The baseband signal is then sampled at a predetermined
rate. After the down-converted RO signal is passed through
a low-pass filter, the sampled in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q)
components, are transmitted to the ground (along with the
Doppler model) for post–processing.
In Fig. 1, block diagram of the RO data processing for OL
tracking is shown. As can be seen, various steps of processing
is needed to estimate atmospheric parameters. The main
focus of this paper is related to the Steps 2 and 4. We study
new sampling frequency and estimation methods to reach the
following aims:
I. Decreasing the required number of samples that should
be transmitted from the LEO to the ground post–processing
center.
II. Extending the Doppler frequency estimation range
III. Increasing the accuracy of frequency Doppler
estimation in the new method of sampling.
To achieve the goals of I and II, we investigate the MSF
method at which sampling is done by two different low
sampling frequencies while in the traditional method, SSF
is adopted at which the signal is only sampled with a higher
frequency. For example, in SSF, the signal is sampled at 100 Hz
while in MSF, the signal is simultaneously sampled at 30 and
40 Hz. The number of samples is reduced from 4000 samples
that is 100 samples per second for 40 sec to 2800 sample per

second by adopting MSF instead of SSF. Indeed, in MSF, it is
equivalent to do sampling at 120 Hz while we only use the
signal bandwidth of 70 Hz for sampling. In fact, the sampling
rate of SSF is equal to the signal bandwidth. Consequently,
by using MSF, we can save the satellite resources like power
budget and bandwidth by decreasing the required number
of samples that should be transmitted from the LEO to the
ground post–processing center.
Furthermore, in some conditions of low troposphere,
where the value of excess Doppler shift is more than 70 Hz,
we cannot accurately extract the atmosphere parameters
with 70 Hz SSF sampling. On the contrary, by using the MSF
method, we can estimate the excess Doppler by 120 Hz via
sampling rates of 30 Hz and 40 Hz simultaneously. Therefore,
when the signal bandwidth is the same for both the SSF and
MSF methods, we can achieve more valuable information
about atmosphere parameters in MSF compared to the
SSF. Accordingly, by using MSF, we can extend the Doppler
frequency estimation range.
In the ground post–processing, extraction of excess phase
for obtaining atmosphere parameters is very crucial. To do
this, we need to use precise frequency estimation methods.
Note that at the low troposphere conditions, the value of phase
acceleration is high and the value of SNR is very low. These
conditions make the excess Doppler estimation very difficult
and challenging. To overcome this condition, an appropriate
frequency estimation method should be adopted. In this
regard, we study six frequency estimation methods, named
ESPRIT, Jacobsen, Jacobsen with bias, Macleod, Quinn, and
parabolic which have not been investigated in the existing
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Fig 2. A schematic diagram of a LEO receiver with one Sampling frequency.
Fig 2. A schematic diagram of a LEO receiver with one Sampling frequency.

works. Based on our analysis in this situation, ESPRIT and
u q ( t ) = sin φNCO ( t ) ,
(2)
Jacobsen with bias have result in higher accuracy than that of

other methods. Accordingly, we can reach the goal of III by
where phase φNCO is generated in the oscillator based
selecting accurate frequency estimation methods.
on the Doppler model. NCO is driven by a-priori Doppler
We use global position system (GPS) satellite signal on
frequency model [6], [8], [10]. Then, the down-converted
L1 (1575.42 MHz) frequency. When GPS-RO signals are
signal is passed through the low pass filter. The received signal
used for monitoring the lower troposphere, the ionospheric
is sampled and sent to the post– processing at the ground
effect has to be removed. Thus, GPS L1 signal is enough for
station. In order to remove navigation data modulation
the processing. In this paper, all calculations are provided for
(NDM), the sampled signal must be down-converted to shift
GPS L1 frequency; thus, only processing of L1 signal will be
its mean frequency as close to zero as possible.
discussed. Based on Doppler shift model, the received signal
The purpose of this down-conversion is to remove NDM
is compared with NCO carriers phase-shifted with 90 degrees
and connect the phase between samples. NDM can be
relative to each other and I and Q components are determined.
removed using the internal or external methods [10]. Then,
The Doppler frequency of the received GPS signal relies on
in post–processing, the received signal is down-converted
atmospheric condition and relative velocity of satellites.
by the use of a more accurate phase model. Signal phase and
The signal must be down-converted in the receiver with
amplitude can be obtained as follows [10]
the use of the frequency model, f mod = fc + f dop , based on
predicted GPS and LEO orbits and refractivity climatology.
2
2 1/2
=
A   u ( t ) +  u ( t )  ,
(3)
To minimize noise aliasing, it must be at first low-pass filtered,

 
then are sampled and transmitted to the ground [6], [8]. The
sampling rate generally has to be equal to the bandwidth of the
φ = arctan 2   u ( t ) /  u ( t )  ,
(4)
signal. However, since the spread part of the spectrum occupies

only part of the full spectral band, the sampling rate may be
where  {u} and  {u} return the real and imaginary
lower. When the sampling rate is greater or equal to the full
parts
of u , respectively. High-resolution signal parameter
spectral bandwidth of the signal, the spectrum is reproduced
estimation
is necessary in many signal processing applications.
without aliasing and the signal may be completely recovered
Such
applications
include Doppler frequency estimation at
from its complex samples. Lower sampling rates may result in
post–processing
stage
in the RO occultation system. Retrieval
aliasing of harmonics in the signal spectrum. However, if the
of
atmospheric
parameters
from RO data often encounters
sampling rate is not less than the spread part of the spectrum
difficulties in the moist lower troposphere. Under conditions
(where most of the signal power is concentrated), then aliasing
of atmospheric multipath propagation, calculation of bending
will not result in overlapping of harmonics [6], [8]. Therefore,
angle from Doppler frequency shift is usually not applicable.
by additional down-conversion, the signal can be recovered
The SS method uses spectral analysis of the received signals
from its samples with minimal errors, which eliminates or
in small sliding apertures. As a function of the impact
reduces the aliasing. When sampling rate is smaller than the
parameter, the bending angle is computed from the frequency
speared part of the spectrum, the signal cannot be recovered
of each spectral maximum and its corresponding position
without being corrupted [6], [8]. In Fig. 2, OL tracking
at the aperture center. Sorting out the doubtful maxima can
receiver schematic is shown, in which the receiver tracks the
improve accuracy of the SS method, especially in the lower
i
signal u(t) by correlating u(t) with replica signals u ( t ) and
troposphere [33]. Therefore, high resolution excess Doppler
u q (t )
estimation is important at post–processing stage of the RO
system and especially in the SS method.
i
u ( t ) = cos φNCO ( t ) ,
(1)

3- Multiple Sample Frequencies Sampling Method
In the related literature, most of the works used the SSF
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Fig 3. A schematic diagram of a LEO receiver with two Sampling frequencies.

Fig 1. A schematic diagram of a LEO receiver with two Sampling frequencies.

sampling method in the LEO’s receiver. In this receiver, the
signal must be sampled in a rate that is greater than the
biggest frequency component in the complex signal [6, 11].
However, due to the cost constraints and limitation on the
amount of information sent to the post–processing center,
reducing the sampling rate is required. For this reason, we
try to enhance the accuracy of the Doppler predicted models
in the satellite which makes the GNSS-RO receivers very
complicated. Recently, receivers achieve higher resolution
at higher sampling rates. In some cases, in RO, the excess
Doppler exceeds the available bandwidth which results in
frequency ambiguities. To overcome this difficulty and resolve
this frequency ambiguities, the MSF method is used to sample
an analogy signal with different rate simultaneously.
To reduce the system cost and avoid frequency ambiguities,
in this section, we consider the MSF sampling method with
sampling at multiple rate below the Nyquist frequency [40-43]
By multiple frequencies sampling method, we can reduce the
required bandwidth, which results in reducing system cost.
In many receivers, the information bandwidth of signal to be
processed is much narrower than the instantaneous bandwidth
of the receiver, allowing the sampling signal at a rate below
the Nyquist criteria. Thereby, this method makes very efficient
use of A/D convertor and materially reduces the costs [41]. In
this method, the signal is first sampled by the MSF method.
However, sub-Nyquist rate sampling has the undesirable effect
of folding the frequency components of the sampled signal
into the fundamental range between ±fs/2 and, consequently,
causing ambiguities [41]. Although there is no way to resolve
these ambiguities by using one set of data, they can be tackled
by sampling the signal more than once. On the other hand,
usage of sub-Nyquist rate sampling reduces the bandwidth of
the digital processing components. The maximum achievable
unambiguous bandwidth, when complex sampling is used,
is equal to the product of the sample frequencies divided by
their greatest common multiplier (GCM). For a given set of
sample frequencies, the maximum achievable unambiguous
bandwidth using real sampling is one half the achievable
bandwidth using complex sampling. The schematic of digital

receiver with two sampling frequencies is illustrated in Fig. 3.
Comparing Fig. 3 with Fig. 2,, it can be seen that the signal is
fed to each pair of circuits, one being 90 degrees out of phase
with the order to provide an I input in one of the circuit and
a Q input to the other circuit. Each of the circuits includes
a low pass filter, and the output of each filter is passed to a
pair of A/D convertors in each circuit, one of convertors being
sampled at a sampling frequency fs1 and the other convertor
being sampled at a sampling frequency fs2.
The outputs of the convertors are then processed. When
the input signal is near an aliasing border, this method uses
MSF to directly resolve the frequency ambiguity. By using two
sampling frequencies, the maximum unambiguous frequency
is given by

funambig ( max ) =

f s1 f s 2
,
GCM 

(5)

where GCM is the greatest common multiplier between
the two sample frequencies. This technique can be extended
to D sample frequencies, thus the achievable maximum
unambiguous frequency becomes a function of D sample
frequencies which is given by

funambig ( max )

∏
=

D

f

i =1 si

GCM

,

(6)



Note that although higher unambiguous frequency can
be achieved by MSF, this can increase the computational
complexity, signal processing time, and system cost. The
baseband frequency measurement, f meas can be achieved
directly or by use of a FFT or other digital signal processing
techniques to provide signal processing gain. An integer, M
or N, is returned from the lookup table which is used in one
of the two following formulas to yield the unambiguous input
frequency.

funambig
=
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Mf s1 + f meas( f s1 )
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Nf s 2 + f meas( f s 2 )

(8)

The construction of the lookup table is shown in Fig.
4. As shown, the ambiguity map represents the mapping
of the input signal bandwidth into the sample frequency
bandwidth of each sample frequency. The ambiguity map is
constructed with the sample frequency bandwidth of the first
sample frequency along the X axis and the sample frequency
bandwidth of the second sample frequency along the Y axis.
For complex sampling, the sample frequency bandwidth
extends from zero to the sampling frequency. Beginning
at origin, all input signal frequencies to the maximum
unambiguous frequency are mapped into the spaces defined
by the two axes. As the input signal frequency increases from
zero, a diagonal line is traced which projects at 45 degrees
upward and to the right. This first line represents an unaliased
frequency measurement at both sample
frequencies
and the
Table
1. Simulation
setting.
frequency measured at each sample frequency would be the
same and equal to the frequency of the input signal.
This first line is labelled (0, 0) to denote that the frequency
measurement in both sample rates is unaliased. When the
input signal frequency is equal to one of the sample rates, the
projection reaches a boundary indicating that the frequency
measurement along that axis is now aliased. As an example
of the utility of the map, an input signal at 110 Hz is mapped
on each axis in Fig. 4, [41]. A 110 Hz signal sampled at 40
Hz and 30 Hz will indicate aliased frequencies of 30 Hz and
20 Hz, respectively. Sampling frequencies of fs1 = 40 Hz
and fs2 = 30 Hz are considered. From (5), the maximum
unambiguity frequency for this case is f unambig ( max ) =
120 Hz. Each projection in the map is shown by two integer
values M and N. The lookup table needs only one of these
integer values as reference. A unique position on the map
is identified by the intersection of a vertical projection at
f meas ( f s1 ) (vertical dashed line at f meas ( f s1 ) = 30 Hz)
and a horizontal projection at f meas ( f s 2 ) (vertical dashed
line at f meas ( f s 2 ) = 40 Hz). The ambiguity projection closet
to this intersection gives the required value of M and N to take
care of the frequency ambiguity.
4- Simulation Results
In this section, we perform the Monte Carlo basedsimulations to evaluate the performance of both SSF and MSF
with various frequency estimation methods. All the results
are averaged on S independent runs. In other words, RMSE
is estimated using 1000 Monte Carlo runs. Moreover, we
present some simulation results to compare the performance
of the six frequency estimation methods for both the SSF and
MSF sampling schemes. We model the GNSS receiver’s input
as the sum of simulated signal and white Gaussian noise.
The simulated signal is a multi-tone signal with time varying
phase acceleration. The initial phase is 0. Simulation setting is
shown in Table 1.
4-1 Effect of SNR on the Estimation Error
Here, we illustrate the effect of different values of SNR
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Fig 4 A typical signal ambiguity map (Lookup Table).

Fig 2. A typical signal ambiguity map (Lookup Table).
Table 1. Simulation setting.

on the frequency estimation error for both the SSF and
MSF sampling schemes. Fig. 5(a) shows RMSE versus SNR
of the frequency estimation methods for the SSF sampling
scheme. As can be seen, by increasing SNR, the frequency
estimation error for all frequency estimation methods are
decreased. ESPRIT and Jacobsen with bias methods have
better performance than other methods. As shown in Fig.
5(a), the ESPRIT method mainly has the same accuracy as
Jacobsen with bias method. In low SNR, both the Parabolic
and Quinn methods are not robust to noise. Thus, these
methods have higher frequency estimation error than that
of the other methods. Fig. 5(b) shows RMSE versus SNR for
the six frequency estimation methods in the MSF sampling
scheme. As can be seen and as expected, the frequency
estimation error gets smaller as SNR increases for all
methods. The poorest performance belongs to the parabolic
estimator. Moreover, the estimation by ESPRIT, and Jacobsen
with Bias almost have the same error value in the same SNR
and they have better performance than the other methods.
Fig. 6(a) illustrates the benefit of the MSF sampling method
in the receiver by comparing the frequency estimation error
obtained by both the SSF and MSF sampling schemes. At SNR
between 20 dB and -5 dB, the MSF scheme performance is
better than that of the uniform scheme. Obviously, as also
seen from Fig. 6(a), when we try to increase the value of SNR,
RMSE of all frequency estimation algorithms is decreased. We
also compare the SSF and MSF sampling schemes for various
simulation parameters.
Excess Doppler is assumed to be between -45 Hz to 45
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Fig 6. (a) Frequency estimation error versus SNR for different estimation algorithms of the SSF sampling scheme.

Fig 5. (a) Frequency estimation error versus SNR for different estimation algorithms of the SSF sampling scheme. System parameters:
System parameters: phase acceleration is between -2000 Hz/s and 2000 Hz/s and sampling frequency rate is 100
phase acceleration is between -2000 Hz/s and 2000 Hz/s and sampling frequency rate is 100 Hz. (b) Frequency estimation error versus SNR
Hz. (b)estimation
Frequency
estimation
error
SNR
for different
of the MSF
sampling
scheme.
for different
algorithm
of the
MSFversus
sampling
scheme.
System estimation
parameters:algorithm
phase acceleration
is between
-2000
Hz/s and 2000
System parameters: phase acceleration
is between
Hz/s are
and30
2000
Hz/s
Hz/s and
sampling -2000
frequencies
Hz and
40and
Hz. sampling frequencies are 30 Hz

and 40 Hz.

Fig 6.Fig
(a) 8.
Comparing
the frequency
estimation
errorphase
for different
estimation
algorithms
of both SSF
and MSFof
sampling
(a) Frequency
estimation
error versus
acceleration
for different
estimation
algorithms
the SSFschemes.
samplingSystem
parameters: phase acceleration is between −2000 Hz/s and 2000 Hz/s and sampling frequencies are 100 Hz and (30 Hz and 40 Hz) for both
scheme. System parameters: SNR is -5 dB and sampling frequency rate is 100 Hz. (b) Frequency estimation error
SSF and MSF sampling schemes, respectively. (b) Comparing the frequency estimation error for different estimation algorithms of both
versus
acceleration
different
estimation
MSF -2000
sampling
parameters:
The
SSF and
MSFphase
sampling
schemes. for
System
parameters:
phasealgorithms
accelerationofisthe
between
Hz/s scheme.
and 2000System
Hz/s and
sampling frequencies
SNR is -5 dB and are
sampling
frequencies
are
30
Hz
and
40
Hz.
75 Hz and (30 Hz and 40 Hz) for both SSF and MSF sampling schemes, respectively.

Hz. As shown in Fig. 6(b), for new simulation parameters
(Sampling rates are 75 Hz and 30 Hz and 40 Hz for both
the SSF and MSF sampling schemes, respectively.), the MSF
sampling method has better performance than the SSF
scheme at the whole SNR range. Because in the MSF method,
when the signal is sampled at 30 Hz and 40 Hz, it is as if we
do sampling at 120 Hz (we can detect excess Doppler at 120
Hz without generating any ambiguity) while we only use the
signal bandwidth of 70 Hz. This is while in the SSF method,
when signal is sampled at 70 Hz, we are only able to detect the

excess Doppler at 70 Hz. Accordingly, by using MSF, we can
extend the Doppler frequency estimation range and reduce
the frequency estimation error.
4-2- Effect of Phase Acceleration on the Frequency Estimation
Error
Here, we illustrate the effect of phase acceleration on the
frequency estimation error for both the SSF and MSF sampling
schemes. Fig. 7(a) shows RMSE versus phase acceleration
for the six frequency estimation methods based on the SSF
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Fig 7.Fig
(a)8.
Frequency
estimation
error versus
phase acceleration
for different
estimation
algorithms
of the SSF
scheme. System
(a) Frequency
estimation
error versus
phase acceleration
for different
estimation
algorithms
ofsampling
the SSF sampling
parameters:
is -5 dB
and sampling
frequency
100 Hz. (b)
Frequencyrate
estimation
error(b)
versus
phase acceleration
different
scheme.SNR
System
parameters:
SNR
is -5 dBrate
andissampling
frequency
is 100 Hz.
Frequency
estimation for
error
estimation algorithms of the MSF sampling scheme. System parameters: The SNR is -5 dB and sampling frequencies are 30 Hz and 40 Hz.

versus phase acceleration for different estimation algorithms of the MSF sampling scheme. System parameters: The
SNR is -5 dB and sampling frequencies are 30 Hz and 40 Hz.

sampling schemes. It also shows that the ESPRIT and Jacobsen
with Bias estimation methods lead to an improved accuracy.
However, by increasing phase acceleration value, the
RMSE value is also increased. As shown in Fig. 7(a), the curve
is smooth at phase acceleration below 2500 Hz/s. From 2500
Hz/s to 3000 Hz/s, due to the fast acceleration of phase, the
frequency estimation methods do not follow any frequency
change correctly. Therefore, the RMSE value increases sharply
with the increase in phase acceleration value.
Fig. 7(b) shows RMSE versus phase acceleration for the six
frequency estimation methods based on the MSF sampling
scheme. We see that at high phase acceleration, the ESPRIT
and Jacobsen with Bias methods clearly have smaller RMSE
value than other methods.
Fig. 8 illustrates the benefit of the MSF sampling method
in receiver by comparing the frequency estimation error
Fig 8. Comparing the frequency estimation error for different
obtained by both the SSF and MSF sampling
At high
Fig 9.schemes.
Comparing
the frequency
estimation
errorofforboth
different
estimation
algorithms
of both SSF
estimation
algorithms
SSF and
MSF sampling
schemes.
phase acceleration (3000 Hz/s), the MSF
scheme
performs
sampling
schemes.
SystemSystem
parameters:
The SNR
-5 dB
frequencies
are 100 Hz an
parameters:
TheisSNR
is and
-5 dBsampling
and sampling
frequencies
better than SSF frequency scheme. Obviously,
asHz
also
observed
100sampling
Hz and 30
Hz and 40
Hz for both SSF and MSF sampling
and 40
for
both SSF andare
MSF
schemes,
respectively.
schemes, respectively.
from Fig. 8, when we try to increase the value of phase
acceleration, RMSE of all frequency estimation algorithms is
also increased.
the smaller value of N, the computational complexity of two
algorithms are low and the computational complexity does
5- Computational Complexity
not restrict us in choosing frequency estimation algorithm.
FFT-based algorithms to obtain accurate frequency use
In Table 2, the computational complexity of each frequency
three samples around the peak in the FFT-based spectrum.
estimation algorithm is shown for the SSF and MSF sampling
Therefore, the computational complexity of the FFT-based
schemes.
algorithms have the order of O(N log2(N)) operations, where
N is the number of FFT points. In the simulation, N is set to
6- Summary and Conclusions
4. Computing the ESPRIT algorithm would require the order
3
One of the challenges in tracking RO signals of OL
of O( N ) operations. Therefore, for higher number of N,
approach
is the excess Doppler shift estimation accuracy. In
the ESPRIT algorithm has higher computational complexity
order
to
properly
estimate the frequency of a signal, sampling
than the FFT-based algorithms. Due to high variations of
rate
must
be
greater
than or equal to the largest frequency
signal phase and frequency in the troposphere layer, we can
component.
However,
in some cases, the excess Doppler
set lower values for N such as 4 and 8 samples. Therefore, for
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Table 2. The computational complexity of each frequency estimation algorithm for SSF (sampling rate is
Table 2.
The
computational
complexity
of each
frequency
algorithmsampling
for SSF (sampling
100
Hz)
and MSF (sampling
rates
are 30
Hz and estimation
40 Hz concurrent)
schemes.rate is 100 Hz) and MSF (sampling rates
are 30 Hz and 40 Hz concurrent) sampling schemes

𝑂𝑂(𝑁𝑁 log 2(𝑁𝑁))
𝑂𝑂(𝑁𝑁 log 2(𝑁𝑁))
𝑂𝑂(𝑁𝑁 log 2(𝑁𝑁))
𝑂𝑂(𝑁𝑁 log 2(𝑁𝑁))
𝑂𝑂(𝑁𝑁 log 2(𝑁𝑁))
𝑂𝑂(𝑁𝑁 3 )

of RO signals is greater than the considered sampling rate
which results in frequency ambiguities. For resolving these
ambiguities related to the estimation of excess Doppler,
in this paper, we investigated the MSF sampling method at
the GNSS receivers for the first time. This method removes
ambiguities by increasing the frequency estimation range
and decreasing the number of samples. In other words, the
sampling rate is equal to the signal bandwidth in SSF, while in
this method, the bandwidth is less than that of the sampling
rate. Consequently, by using MSF, we can save the radio
resources like power budget and bandwidth by decreasing the
required number of samples that should be transmitted from
the LEO to the ground post–processing center.
Then, six different high-accuracy frequency estimation
methods, Jacobsen, Jacobsen with Bias, Macleod, Quinn,
Parabolic and ESPRIT, were compared for both the SSF and MSF
sampling schemes from the performance and computational
complexity perspective. Based on the simulation results, at
low SNR, the SSF sampling scheme provides better results
than that of the MSF sampling method while at moderate and
high SNR, the MSF sampling scheme provides better results.
We also show that, our proposed MSF method has better
performance than the SSF method at the whole SNR range
for a given bandwidth. Besides, using simulation results, we
showed that when the phase acceleration is high, the MSF
sampling scheme has better performance than that of the SSF
sampling scheme. In this situation, the MSF sampling scheme
should be applied since it has the lowest computational cost
and better performance. On the other hand, when the level
of phase acceleration is moderate or high, the MSF sampling
scheme outperforms the SSF sampling scheme (with a lower
computational cost).
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